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Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) and smart contracts (traditional contracts translated into program code) are two current technologies with new opportunities: For example, by using IoT and smart contracts, we can track assets along the supply chain in a verifiable and efficient way.

Smart contracts are integrated in a blockchain network and hence distributed on many nodes. Currently, there is no confidentiality guarantee for smart contracts (their logic) and the processed data. The usage of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) - an isolated processing environment - is one approach to protect sensitive smart contract execution.

We design and implement a prototype called Fabric OP-TEE Chaincode (FOC) for Hyperledger Fabric (a platform for permissioned blockchain) chaincode (smart contract) execution with ARM TrustZone (ARM TZ). We use OP-TEE as firmware and software on top of ARM TZ. Our design is based on Fabric Private Chaincode (FPC) which uses Intel SGX as underlying TEE technology. ARM TZ and Intel SGX are two well known TEEs.

To demonstrate chaincode execution with FOC, we implement a coffee tracking chaincode which registers, updates and queries the coffee consumption of different people. By only running the coffee tracking chaincode inside the secure world (isolated and therefore trusted part of OP-TEE) and not the whole peer (Hyperledger Fabric node which executes and validates transactions), we successfully minimize the trusted computing base.

Since there is no native Docker support in the normal world (untrusted part) of OP-TEE, the peer is decoupled from the ARM TZ node. Communication between a chaincode wrapper at the peer (FOC specific wrapper around the actual chaincode) and a chaincode inside the secure world is enabled via gRPC (framework for remote procedure calls) and through the API provided by OP-TEE between the normal and secure world.

In contrast to Intel SGX, ARM TZ and OP-TEE do not support remote attestation. Furthermore, hardware support for some security features of OP-TEE is missing. Therefore, FOC does not have the same guarantees as FPC. To fully protect sensitive smart contracts (their logic) and the processed data, future work would be necessary.

Performance measurements of the implemented FOC prototype highlight the overhead (decrease in throughput by factor > 27 for ARM TZ with OP-TEE running on the Raspberry Pi) by executing the smart contracts in the secure world of OP-TEE compared to the execution in the normal world.
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Internet of Things (IoT) and smart contracts are two current technologies with new opportunities: IoT enables objects to connect and to exchange collected data, smart contracts can control the behaviour of these objects [Tit18]. For example, by using IoT and smart contracts, we can track assets along the supply chain in a verifiable and efficient way [CD16a].

Smart contracts are integrated in a blockchain network [XWS+ 17]. A blockchain stores blocks of data in a decentralized way and connects them (“chain”) via hashes. Due to the blockchain characteristics, smart contract applications guarantee the second and the third concept of the CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) information security triad [And11]. What we are concerned with is the C: confidentiality of the smart contract (their logic) and the processed data.

The usage of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [SAB15] is one approach to protect the smart contract (its logic) and the processed data. A TEE isolates the execution of the smart contract from the surrounding system.

One project that makes use of a TEE for smart contract execution is Hyperledger Fabric Private Chaincode (FPC) [BCKS18, fpca]. The underlying TEE technology used in FPC is Intel SGX [CD16b]; smart contract execution is therefore bound to nodes with Intel processors. Since IoT devices are mostly small, battery-powered and equipped with low-power processors [Gar14, Dub19, CD16b], FPC cannot be applied here. In order to guarantee confidentiality of smart contract execution in IoT networks, this thesis explores the execution of smart contracts with ARM TZ [Lim09] - a TEE solution for embedded systems [aD].

**Contribution.** We design and implement a prototype for Hyperledger Fabric [Hyp] chaincode execution with ARM TZ and OP-TEE [Lin] called Fabric OP-TEE Chaincode. The design is based on FPC.

**Organization.** In Chapter 2, we introduce the concepts and technologies used in this thesis. The goals are given in Chapter 3. We present the design and implementation of FOC in Chapter 4, the decisions are justified in Chapter 5. We evaluate security of FOC and performance and energy usage of the implemented prototype in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis and describe possible future work.
In this Chapter, background knowledge about the principles underlying smart contract execution in TEEs is given. We cannot completely describe all technologies and concepts but we will focus on the definitions relevant for the thesis and used in the following Chapters of report.

We also briefly describe some related work.

2.1 Blockchain

A blockchain is a type of distributed ledger [XWS+17]. It records data (e.g. transactions) in a decentralized way. The data is appended in blocks and connected ("chained") via hashes. Each transaction is signed by the party it was invoked. Before appending transactions to a blockchain, nodes of the blockchain network must validate and agree on a unique order of these transactions. The latter can be achieved via a consensus mechanism. Due to its characteristics, a blockchain guarantees availability, transparency, immutability and integrity of the stored data. Data privacy and scalability are rather limited in blockchains.

We distinguish between the following two types of blockchains: permissionless (also called public) and permissioned [CV17]. In a public blockchain (e.g. Bitcoin [bit] and Ethereum [eth]), anyone can participate in the network (read data from the blockchain, invoke transactions, validate transactions etc.), whereas in a permissioned blockchain (e.g. Ripple [rip] and Hyperledger Fabric [ABB+18]), the access of the network is restricted and entities are known.

2.2 Smart Contract

The concept of smart contracts was described by Nick Szabo already in the nineties [Sza94]:

"A smart contract is a computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a contract."

With the emergence of blockchain technology, this idea could be put into practice: A smart contract is an agreement translated into program code and stored in a blockchain network [RMC+18, Ose18]. It gets automatically executed when the defined conditions are met. Due to their integration into a blockchain network, smart contracts guarantee availability, transparency, immutability and integrity [XWS+17]. Furthermore, they are efficient, reduce cost and save time because they do not involve a third party system.
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However, smart contracts can also be challenging, e.g. how to guarantee data privacy, how to avoid bugs in the contract code or how to prevent attacks (see for example [ABC17] for attacks on Ethereum smart contracts).

2.3 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric [ABB+18, Hyp] is a permissioned blockchain supporting smart contracts. It belongs to the Hyperledger [Fou] - an open source, Linux Foundation project which includes different frameworks and tools related to blockchain technologies.

In Hyperledger Fabric, a smart contract is called chaincode. Currently, three general-purpose programming languages (Go, Java and Node.js) are supported for writing chaincodes.

There exist three types of nodes in a Hyperledger Fabric network: clients, peers and orderers, see Figure 2.1

![Figure 2.1: Architecture of Hyperledger Fabric. Source: Figure copied from [Hyp]](image)

Before a chaincode function can get called (invoked), it must be installed (put on the file system) and instantiated (started in a Docker container) at the peer. Now, a client (application) can send a request (transaction proposal) to the peers for invoking a chaincode function (see 1. and 2. in Figure 2.1). In a first phase, called execution or endorsement, the peer executes the called chaincode function (2.1, 2.2) and sends a response (transaction response / (transaction) proposal response) back to the client (3.). The transaction response is signed by the peer and contains the execution response message and the readset and writeset. The readset represents all values of the keys a peer has queried from the ledger via `GetState` during the execution. The writeset contains all key-value pair updates a peer has generated via `PutState`. When the client has collected enough responses as defined by the so called endorsement policy it sends them to the orderer (4.). The orderer puts the transaction into blocks and sends the block to the peers (4.1), this phase is called ordering phase. In the third phase (validation phase), the peers check if the endorsement policy is satisfied and if there is no read-write conflict between the different transactions. Finally, they put the transaction on the ledger (4.2). The ledger has two components: a blockchain and a world state. The world state is a pluggable database. It stores the current values of the keys contained in the blockchain and therefore enables efficient retrieval of the latest states.
2.4 Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a concept for tamper-resistant and confidential execution of applications [SAB15]. It can be defined as an isolated processing environment on a system. The isolation from the rest of the system is enabled through hardware, firmware and software mechanisms.

When the TEE gets booted/loaded, a trusted, tamper-resistant hardware module integrity checks the TEE code and stops the booting/loading in case the TEE has been modified. At runtime, the TEE ensures integrity and confidentiality of code and data (runtime states). Communication between the TEE and the rest of the system is enabled through a secure interface (memory isolation etc.).

A TEE may offer secure storage and remote attestation. Secure storage means that data produced and used by a TEE can be persistently stored with confidentiality, integrity and freshness guarantee. Remote attestation is used to authenticate a TEE towards a third party.

Intel SGX and ARM TZ are two examples for TEE [SAG+16].

2.4.1 Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX)

Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [CD16b] adds necessary hardware and software components to Intel CPUs (Skylake and onwards) for enabling TEE [SAG+16]. With Intel SGX, multiple TEEs - so called enclaves - can exist per system.

There is a hash check during the initialization of an enclave to ensure integrity of the enclave code [Sel16]. Special SGX enclave instructions like EENTER and EEXIT are used to enter and leave an enclave. Code inside the enclave as well as code running outside the enclave has access to all system resources with exception of the memory [NMB+16]. Each enclave has assigned a memory region - so called Enclave Page Cache (EPC) pages - to store the enclave code and data. The CPU avoids that any non-enclave code accesses the EPC. To further avoid data leaking, system calls and service of interrupts or faults are not possible from inside an enclave since they would require a call to untrusted code [iDZ16]. Therefore, the enclave must first be exited before system calls can be executed and interrupts or faults can be served.

2.4.2 ARM TrustZone (ARM TZ) and OP-TEE

ARM TrustZone (ARM TZ) [Lin09] provides the hardware components for enabling TEEs on ARM processors [SAG+16, aD]. There are different TEEs which add firmware and software on top of ARM TZ; one open source solution is OP-TEE [Lin], currently owned and maintained by Linaro. OP-TEE follows the TEE architecture and API standardized by GlobalPlatform (GP) [gp-].

**ARM TZ.** ARM TZ enables a single TEE - called secure world - per system [NMB+16]. The other part of the system is called normal world. The processor can be in one of two security states: secure (for the secure world) and non-secure (for the normal world); switching is possible through so called secure monitor calls. The system resources are strictly separated: The normal world cannot access the resources (memory, peripherals etc.) reserved for the secure world. During the booting of the secure world, a chain of trust is established and there is an integrity check of the secure world software images. This process is called secure boot.

**OP-TEE.** OP-TEE contains the following components: OP-TEE Client, OP-TEE Linux driver and OP-TEE OS, see Figure 2.2.

---

The OS of the normal world is also called Rich Execution Environment (REE). The OP-TEE Linux driver provides the driver for the normal world. An application running inside the normal world is referred to as host application. The TEE Client API and the TEE Internal API enable the communication between a host application and an application of the secure world - called trusted application (TA). Both APIs are defined by GP [Glo10, Glo14], the TEE Client API is implemented by the OP-TEE Client component, the TEE Internal API is implemented by the OP-TEE OS.

Before communicating, the host application must establish a connection towards the secure world with the TEE Client APIs TEEC.InitializeContext and open a session towards the TA by calling the TEE Client APIs TEEC.OpenSession with the unique identifier of the TA (UUID) as parameter. Then, the host application can call functions of the TA with the TEE Client APIs TEEC_InvokeCommand. TEEC_InvokeCommand provides the option to pass data between the host application and the TA via shared memory reference or by value.

Once the host application has finished communication with the TA, it needs to close the session (TEEC_CloseSession) and finalize the context (TEEC_FinalizeContext) to release resources.

Figure 2.2: Architecture of OP-TEE. Trusted parts are colored in green.

Source: figure drawn by C.M. based on the figures in [Bec14, Lin16]

For this thesis, the availability of remote attestation is one of the most important difference between Intel SGX and ARM TZ with OP-TEE: ARM TZ and OP-TEE do not provide any remote attestation whereas Intel SGX does [Sta18, ogi19c, CD16b].

2.5 Hyperledger Fabric Private Chaincode (FPC)

Hyperledger Fabric Private Chaincode (FPC) [BCKS18, fpca] is a technology based on Hyperledger Fabric which aims to isolate the chaincode execution from potentially untrusted peers by using the Intel SGX technology. FPC adds two SGX enclaves to the architecture of Hyperledger Fabric:

- **Chaincode enclave.** Used to isolate the chaincode execution from the peer.
- **Ledger enclave.** Used to ensure state continuity, i.e. that the state retrieved by the chaincode enclave is correct (integrity-protected and consistent).

\footnote{FPC guarantees security up to resets, see [BCKS18, Def. 4.1, Sec. 6]. Rollback attacks in the sense that an attacker sets the ledger state to any past state and executes one transaction on top of that stale state are still possible [BCKS18, Sec. 4.2]. There is a concept called barriers, see [BCKS18, Sec. 4.4], to avoid such speculative transaction execution on top of any valid (stale) state.}
During execution phase, the chaincode enclave is used. This guarantees integrity and confidentiality at runtime so the peer cannot see nor modify the computations. The ledger enclave stores the hashes of the latest key-value pairs. Whenever the chaincode enclave queries the ledger state (for example in case of a `GetState`), it also fetches the according hashes from the ledger enclave. By comparing these two information, the chaincode enclave can ensure the correctness of the state.

During validation phase, in addition to the checks of Hyperledger Fabric (endorsement policy and read-write conflict check), the chaincode enclave signatures are verified by a component called enclave transaction validator. Furthermore, the ledger enclave cross-checks all decisions and stores a hash of the key-value pairs.

Additionally, FPC has the following security features:

- **Integrity check of the chaincode enclave code at its load time.** To ensure that the chaincode has not been manipulated.

- **Remote attestation and signature of the transaction response** by the chaincode enclave. So the client can ensure that the transaction proposal gets executed by an authorized chaincode enclave and the committing peer can verify that the transaction response actually originates from an authorized unmodified chaincode enclave.

- **Encryption of the operation** (function and arguments [fpcb]). By the client with the chaincode enclave’s public key to guarantee confidentiality.

- **Optional encryption of the passed states, the execution result and the chaincode.** To guarantee full confidentiality of the chaincode (its logic) and the processed data.

- **Trusted state transfer.** To securely update the local ledger state of a peer who has been cut off the blockchain for a while or joins the blockchain for the first time.

---

3In FPC, the response of the chaincode enclave after transaction execution contains the operation (function and arguments [fpcb]), the readset and writerset and the execution result [BCKS18, fpcc]. In order to be consistent with the Hyperledger Fabric documentation [Hyp], we will use the term execution response message instead of execution result.
2.6 Related Work

In this section, we point to some works which share technologies and concepts we have used.

Smart contract execution with a TEE. Apart from FPC, there are some other works about confidential smart contract execution with a TEE: Confidential Consortium Framework (CCF) [Res], Ekiden [CZK+18], ShadowEth [YXC+18] and Private Data Objects (PDOs) [BMSV18], just to mention a few recent ones. In contrast to FOC, they all use Intel SGX as underlying TEE technology for a (prototype) implementation. The authors of Ekiden state that their technology may use any TEE which is similar to Intel SGX and supports attestation.

Confidentiality in context of blockchain and IoT. In FOC, we are concerned with confidentiality of smart contracts (their logic) and data in context of IoT networks. There are some works which are concerned with confidentiality of data produced and processed by IoT devices and stored on the blockchain.

- Trust for data generated by IoT devices. AnyLedger [DP] is a platform for connecting physical devices to the blockchain. The key feature is an ARM TZ based wallet for IoT devices. The key generation, the private key storage and the process of signing (smart contract) transactions are all placed inside the secure world of ARM TZ. Hence, the AnyLedger wallet guarantees that the IoT data hash/address (linking to the Interplanetary File System IPFS) placed on the blockchain is integrity protected and authenticated. Furthermore, the data stored on the IPFS is encrypted. AnyLedger is pluggable to any blockchain technology (for example Ethereum or Bitcoin). [SDF+19] is another work which equips IoT devices with a TEE to guarantee integrity and confidentiality of the IoT data.

- Confidential computation. BeeKeeper 2.0 [ZWAS18] is a blockchain network for IoT systems; it consists of IoT devices, servers and validator nodes. It enables IoT devices to share data with each other. Furthermore, the devices can use the servers for performing homomorphic computations on encrypted data; the computation result is verified by the validator nodes and recorded on the blockchain after successful verification. Since homomorphic encryption is used, the confidentiality of the data sent to and processed by the servers is guaranteed. BeeKeeper 2.0 can be added on top of any blockchain technology (Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum etc.); in the paper, the authors use Hyperledger Fabric for deployment.

ARM TZ and blockchain technology. There are some works which use ARM TZ not for smart contracts directly but in context of the blockchain technology (which is the underlying technology of smart contracts).

SBLWT (Secure Blockchain Lightweight Wallet) [DDW+18] uses ARM TZ to guarantee confidentiality and integrity for the information generated and stored in the Bitcoin wallet (wallet’s private key, wallet addresses, block headers used for Simplified Payment Verification). The synchronization of the block headers and the verification process of the transactions is executed in the secure world to avoid any manipulation by an attacker. The SBLWT is safer than the often used software-wallets but still more portable than hardware-wallets. An implementation of SBLWT using ARM TZ with OP-TEE has been deployed on Raspberry Pi 3 Model B. In future work, the authors of SBLWT want to extend their approach to mobile devices with hardware-based isolation mechanisms other than ARM TZ.

The TrustZone-backed Bitcoin Wallet [GMS17] also uses the ARM TZ technology for protecting sensitive Bitcoin wallet information.

Other use cases of TEEs. There are other use cases of TEEs in context of blockchain technology not mentioned yet. We briefly give two examples. First, Teechain [LNE+18] and Airtnt [ASKP18] use Intel SGX for the execution of off-chain transactions. Second, Hybster [BDK17] makes usage of Intel SGX technology for the implementation of their hybrid state-machine replication protocol.
Goals and Motivations

Hyperledger Fabric chaincode execution is integrated in a permissioned blockchain [Hyp]. The blockchain network guarantees the second and the third component of the CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) triad [XWS’17, And11]. Furthermore, Hyperledger Fabric offers some privacy features (channels, private data etc.). Privacy can be seen as part of all three CIA components [Bra02]: controlling who can access and modify reliable data in what ways. Nevertheless, since the chaincodes and the data are distributed on the nodes of the network, there is no confidentiality of the chaincode (its logic) and of the processed data.

Executing the chaincode inside a TEE [SAB15] guarantees confidentiality and integrity at runtime. To fully protect sensitive chaincode and data, we must additionally use encryption techniques (for the chaincode, the operation, the passed states, the execution response message) at non-runtime [BCKS18]. Furthermore, using a TEE for chaincode execution requires the guarantee of state continuity: We must prevent an attacker from gaining information by passing any ledger state to the chaincode inside the TEE.

FPC demonstrates how Intel SGX can be used in Hyperledger Fabric to guarantee confidentiality of the chaincode and the processed data [BCKS18, fpca]. Since chaincodes bring new opportunities in the context of IoT [Tit18, CD16a], this thesis wants to explore the usage of ARM TZ with OP-TEE for Hyperledger Fabric chaincode execution.

The main goal is to design and implement a prototype for Hyperledger Fabric chaincode execution with OP-TEE. To achieve this goal, we want to transform FPC from Intel SGX to ARM TZ with OP-TEE. The task of this transformation will confront us with multiple challenges: With ARM TZ and OP-TEE we lose support for remote attestation [Sta18, ogi19c, CD16b] and hence, the verification of chaincode execution by an authorized TEE. Furthermore, not all security features of OP-TEE are complete, they need hardware support and developer effort to be fully implemented. Two examples: a. Secure boot which would be used to verify the integrity of OP-TEE is not enabled for the Raspberry Pi [Lin, Sec. 3.2.9]. b. The secure storage key is derived from a stubbed Hardware Unique Key [Lin, Sec. 2.7.2, 2.9]. Hence, encrypted chaincode storage and the storage of any key for the encryption of the operation, the passed states and the execution result is not secure. Facing these challenges, we want to implement a chaincode example running inside the secure world - some confidential guarantees may be left as future work.
In this Chapter, we first define an architecture and API for Hyperledger Fabric chaincode execution with OP-TEE. The design is called Fabric OP-TEE Chaincode (FOC). Then, we present the implementation of FOC.

4.1 Architecture

The design is based on the transformation of FPC from Intel SGX to ARM TZ with OP-TEE. The intuitive approach would be to run the peer in the normal world of OP-TEE and have a chaincode TA and a ledger TA in the secure world (analogous to the chaincode enclave and the ledger enclave in FPC). Due to missing Docker support in the normal world of OP-TEE, we place the peer on a node decoupled from the ARM TZ / OP-TEE node (see Section 5.1 for a detailed justification). Furthermore, we have faced some limitations regarding the security features and guarantees of ARM TZ and OP-TEE. Therefore, not all security guarantees of FPC could be considered in FOC (see Section 6.2 for the differences in security between FPC and FOC and Section 6.1 for a detailed evaluation of the security in FOC).

Figure 4.1 shows the components of FOC. There are the same type of nodes as Hyperledger Fabric has: a client, an orderer and a peer. Additionally, there is a node (see right side of the Figure) which supports ARM TZ with OP-TEE. The chaincode gets executed inside the secure world of OP-TEE.

In FOC, a chaincode needs to be written in C and gets deployed as an application for the secure world. It is called either chaincode or chaincode TA in the remaining part of the report. For each chaincode, we have a so called chaincode wrapper running at the peer. This chaincode wrapper is installed and instantiated as Hyperledger Fabric chaincode implemented in the Go programming language and is used as an interface towards the peer and the ledger. It forwards incoming chaincode invocations to the chaincode in the secure world, handles the communication towards the ledger and sends transaction responses back to the peer. After having instantiated the chaincode wrapper, a transaction proposal with the UUID of the chaincode must be passed to the chaincode wrapper so that the chaincode wrapper can communicate with the correct chaincode inside the secure world. A C++ application in the normal world called chaincode proxy acts as intermediary and forwards the calls between the the chaincode wrapper and the chaincode.
Figure 4.1: Architecture of FOC. Trusted parts are colored in green.
Source: Figure drawn by C.M., icons copied from [Hyp, ico]

For the communication between the chaincode_wrapper and the chaincode_proxy, the gRPC framework is used [gRPb]. The chaincode_proxy and the chaincode communicate via the GP TEE Client API [Glo10] supported by OP-TEE [Lin].

4.2 API

The FOC specific messages used for the communication between the chaincode_wrapper and the chaincode are displayed in Figure 4.2. Each chaincode transaction invoked by a client is forwarded by the chaincode_wrapper with an InvocationRequest and terminated by the chaincode with an InvocationResponse. In between these two messages, the GetStates and PutStates required by the transaction are handled.

Figure 4.2: API of FOC.
Source: figure drawn by C.M.
4.3 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of FOC with the architecture and API described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. To demonstrate the Hyperledger Fabric chaincode execution with OP-TEE, we have programmed a chaincode which tracks the number of consumed coffees for different people.

The prototype can be found in the master branch of the private github repository fabric-optee-chaincode. The structure of the repository and the implemented prototype are described in the following Sections.

4.3.1 Repository Structure

The code of the FOC prototype can be found in the following subdirectories of the repository:

- **chaincode_wrapper**: Contains the code needed to deploy the chaincode wrappers. The file chaincode.go contains the chaincode for the chaincode wrappers.

- **chaincode_proxy**: Contains the code needed to deploy the chaincode_proxy. The chaincode_proxy.cpp contains the implementation of the chaincode_proxy in C++.

- **chaincode**: Contains the code to deploy chaincode TAs running in the secure world.

To demonstrate chaincode execution with OP-TEE, we have implemented an example chaincode TA (coffee_tracking_chaincode.c) which tracks the consumed coffees of different people. It contains three types of transaction: the create transaction registers a new person on the ledger with an initial number of consumed coffees. Once a person is registered, the number of consumed coffees can be queried via the query transaction and updated via the add transaction. The example is called coffee tracking chaincode.

The generic methods for writing and reading data from and to the shared memory by the chaincode TA are implemented in a separate file called chaincode_library.c which is included via an header file in the coffee_tracking_chaincode.c. These methods can therefore be reused when new functions are added to the coffee tracking chaincode or when a completely new chaincode TA gets implemented.

4.3.2 Used Frameworks and Message Flow

In the following, we will give a detailed description of the communication between the chaincode_wrapper and the chaincode.

*Frameworks and data structures used for communication.* As stated in Section 4.1, gRPC is used for the communication between the chaincode_wrapper and the chaincode_proxy. For structuring and serializing the data, we use Protocol Buffer [Dev] with the proto3 syntax. The structure of the Protocol Buffer data passed between the chaincode_wrapper in the chaincode_proxy is defined in the file invocation.proto.2 To enable message flow in both direction, we use bidirectional gRPC streaming with the oneOf Protocol Buffer feature.

The chaincode_proxy and the chaincode communicate via the GP TEE Client API supported by OP-TEE, see Section 4.1. To pass data between the chaincode_proxy and chaincode, we use three parameters.3 The first parameter is a shared memory reference used to pass the function name to

the chaincode, the second parameter is a value used to pass the type of message (execution response, GetState or PutState) from the chaincode to the chaincode_proxy and the third parameter is a shared memory reference used to transfer the remaining data (arguments, key and value for GetState/PutState, acknowledgement of PutState, execution response, see \(^4\)) between the two components.

**Message flow.** The API is shown in Figure 4.3. Whenever a transaction proposal arrives at the chaincode_wrapper, the chaincode_wrapper (gRPC client) sets up a synchronous bidirectional stream towards the chaincode_proxy (gRPC server). The IP address of the chaincode_proxy is hardcoded in the chaincode_wrapper.\(^5\) The chaincode_proxy is a gRPC server listening to all IP addresses at port 50051. Once the stream is setup, the chaincode_wrapper sends an InvocationRequest message with the chaincode UUID, the function name and the arguments to the chaincode_proxy.

When the chaincode_proxy has received the message, it establishes a context towards the secure world (TEEC.InitializeContext) and opens a session towards the chaincode by using TEEC.OpenSession with the chaincode UUID as second parameter. This second parameter is used to identify the chaincode TA. Then, the chaincode_proxy puts the function name and the arguments into the shared memory and calls the chaincode by using the TEEC_InvokeCommand of the TEE Client API with TA_CHAINCODE_CMD_INIT_INVOKE (defined as 0) as second parameter. Inside the chaincode, the TA_CHAINCODE_CMD_INIT_INVOKE signals that it is an initial call of the function. Therefore the chaincode resets the chaincode_ctx - a structure used to store the context of a session - and writes the function name, the arguments and the function state (initially 0) into the chaincode_ctx. The functions inside the chaincode are divided in subparts, so that the chaincode can continue with the correct part after a ledger access.

The chaincode then executes the transaction by calling the function just added to the chaincode_ctx. Whenever the function needs to do a GetState or a PutState, the chaincode has to return. Before


\(^5\)In future work and for a real world application, the IP address should not be hardcoded since this approach is inflexible. The IP address could for example be passed as parameter in the initial transaction proposal which sets the UUID of the chaincode TA, see Section 4.1
returning, the chaincode does two things: it stores the key (and value in case of a PutState) in the shared memory, and the type of request (GET\_STATE\_REQUEST or PUT\_STATE\_REQUEST) in the value parameter and increases the function state of the chaincode\_ctx by 1. The chaincode\_proxy then forwards the request to the chaincode\_wrapper via a GetStateRequest/PutStateRequest gRPC message and waits for the answer. Once the chaincode\_proxy receives the answer, it will place the value in case of a GetState or the acknowledgment (in case of a PutState) into the shared memory and call the chaincode by using the TEE\_InvokeCommand with the value TA\_CHAINCODE\_CMD\_RESUME\_INVOKED (defined a 1) as second parameter. Therefore, the chaincode will not reset its chaincode\_ctx but call the correct subpart of the function state stored in the chaincode\_ctx.

Once the chaincode has finished the execution of the function, it stores the execution response in the shared memory and passes the request type INVOCATION\_RESPONSE by parameter. The chaincode\_proxy forwards the execution response via the InvocationResponse gRPC message to the chaincode\_wrapper and then closes the session (TEEC\_CloseSession) and finalizes the context (TEEC\_InitializeContext).

Coffee tracking chaincode. The implemented create transaction in the coffee tracking chaincode uses one GetState and one PutState, the same holds for the add transaction. So both transactions use the message flow displayed in Figure 4.3. The query transaction only needs one GetState and no PutState; therefore this transaction uses the message flow of Figure 4.3 but without the PutStateRequest, the PutStateResponse and the third TEE\_InvokeCommand and return. With the three implemented transactions (create, add, query), we already have a fully-working chaincode for demonstration and performance measurements. Therefore, no more transactions are implemented.

4.3.3 Development Environment

During the master thesis, we have used the machines provided by the Complex Systems and Big Data Competence Centre of the University of Neuchâtel.6

Furthermore, QEMU [QEM] has been used. QEMU is a machine emulator and virtualizer. With its full system emulation mode, QEMU can imitate an entire system with processors and peripherals. Instead of using real ARM TZ, one can use OP-TEE together with the QEMU implementation of ARM TZ [BD14, Bel15]. In order to develop FOC, we have used the qemu.v8.xml7 manifest, which runs OP-TEE using QEMU ARMv8-A [Lin].

4.3.4 Deploy and Run

To deploy and run FOC, one can consult the Deploy and the Run Sections of the README.md.8 There are guidelines for deploying the chaincode\_proxy and the chaincode either on ARM TZ (ARMv8-A) emulated with QEMU or on the Raspberry Pi 3, Model B.

The used versions for the most important dependencies of the FOC prototype are:

- Hyperledger Fabric v1.4.1
- gRPC v.1.20.0
- OP-TEE v3.5.0

---

6http://ccfs.unine.ch
8https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode/blob/master/README.md, last accessed on 15.08.2019
In this Chapter, we justify our decisions for the design of FOC and for the implemented prototype described in Chapter 4.

### 5.1 Design

This Section justifies the design of FOC described in Section 4.1 and 4.2. Especially the architecture has been shaped to a large degree by some limitations of OP-TEE. The decisions are listed in chronological order, with the oldest decision mentioned first.

- **Decoupled peer.** The normal world of ARM TZ with OP-TEE is no common Linux distribution [Lin]. It is rather limited in functionality, for example programs need to be cross-compiled. In a first approach, we wanted to run the peer in the normal world. Any chaincode invocation would then be forwarded to the secure world by a wrapper chaincode of the peer. Since chaincodes are running in Docker containers [Hyp], Docker needs to be installed in the normal world. Adding the available buildroot Docker packages\(^1\) has not been sufficient. There have been missing dependencies and configurations. We therefore have taken into consideration the following two options to pursue the installation of Hyperledger Fabric in the normal world:
  
  - Adding the patches of OP-TEE to a common Linux distribution (for example Ubuntu) which supports Hyperledger Fabric.
  
  - Using the approach of [https://github.com/chainforce/native-fabric](https://github.com/chainforce/native-fabric) (last accessed on 14.08.2019) which installs the user chaincode as system chaincodes. Since system chaincodes are part of the peer process and do not run in an own Docker container [Hyp, Sec. 4.8.9, 7.9.4, 7.10] we could avoid the dependency on Docker.

The first approach is not trivial. The second approach is a misuse of system chaincodes: If we run user chaincode as system chaincode, we would have to register and deploy these chaincodes already when the peer starts up and not later when the peer is already running. This makes Hyperledger

---

\(^1\) [https://git.busybox.net/buildroot/tree/package/](https://git.busybox.net/buildroot/tree/package/), last accessed on 14.08.2019
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Fabric inflexible.
Therefore we have dropped both of the options and decided to go for a decoupled approach where the peer is running on a node which is separated from ARM TZ and which supports Hyperledger Fabric. This approach allows us to create a functioning prototype of FOC during the time available for the master thesis.

• chaincode_proxy in the normal world. With the decoupled approach described above, the most intuitive design would be a direct communication from a wrapper chaincode at the peer to the chaincode in the secure world. But such a design would face the following limitations:

  – The provided Socket API for network calls towards OP-TEE only supports socket clients, but no socket servers [Lin]. This means that the chaincode (client) inside the secure world needs to establish a connection towards a server (a wrapper chaincode or another component) at the peer before any chaincode invocation can take place. This connection would then need to be maintained all the time (even when no transaction takes place). This approach is disadvantageous: In case of a failure, it may not be easy to reestablish the connection. Furthermore, the memory size of OP-TEE and therefore the number of (chaincode) TAs which can be loaded in parallel is restricted [ogi19d, Lin, Sec. 5.2.4].

  – There is no official support for any message manager (for communication handling and serialization) in OP-TEE [ogi19e]. Since not even all standard C libraries are supported by OP-TEE [ogi16,ogi17], it may not be feasible to add a message manager in the time available for this master thesis.

Due to these limitations, we have decided to have a proxy in the normal world (called chaincode_proxy). This proxy acts as a (gRPC) server for the chaincode_wrapper (gRPC client) at the peer and only loads a chaincode into the secure world (by opening a session) when a transaction takes place.

• gRPC for communication. We need a message manager for communication handling and data serialization. We use gRPC to be consistent with Hyperledger Fabric where the clients, the peers and the orderers communicate via gRPC [ABB+ 18].

In OP-TEE, the host examples are written in C code. But gRPC has no official C language support [gRPb], we therefore went for the official C++ support of the gRPC framework. We managed to compile gRPC (C++) as static library, to write and run the chaincode_proxy in C++ and to link the gRPC library to the chaincode_proxy.

• chaincode in C. OP-TEE only supports C for writing TAs [Lin]. Therefore, the chaincode running inside the secure world needs to be implemented in C.

• Minimizing the TCB. The trusted computing base (TCB) is the part of the system relevant for security [Amo11]. The smaller and the less complex a TCB is, the easier we can protect it. In order to minimize the TCB, we only run the chaincode inside the secure world. A second reason for minimizing the code running inside the secure world is the limited size of memory available for OP-TEE [ogi19d, Lin, Sec. 5.2.4].

5.2 Implementation

Below, we justify the most important decisions regarding the implementation of the FOC prototype described in Section 4.3.

2https://github.com/linaro-swg/optee_examples/, last accessed on 14.08.2019
• **Synchronous communication.** We use synchronous gRPC calls [gRPb] from the chaincode_mariner to the chaincode_proxy for reasons of simplicity. Synchronous means that the gRPC client (chaincode_mariner) is blocked while waiting for the gRPC message from the server [Pai16]. The gRPC server (chaincode_proxy) can handle multiple requests simultaneously by using a gRPC-managed thread-pool.

• **Frameworks used for communication.** For structuring and serializing the data passed between the chaincode_mariner and chaincode_proxy we use Protocol Buffer because gRPC uses Protocol Buffer by default [gRPb].

• **Data size.** Since in OP-TEE, the size of the shared memory and the secure memory (needed to store the loaded TA) is restricted [ogi19d, Lin, Sec. 5.2.4], the length of the data passed between the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode is limited, see chaincode_tee_ree_communication.h.\(^3\) The restrictions are chosen so that the data for the coffee tracking example fits into the shared memory. Both the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode ensure that the size of data does not exceed the defined limits before writing to the shared memory. A transaction failure is returned in case the limits are exceeded.

• **Data types.** For consistency reasons and in order to do less conversions, we use the same data type for passing the key (of GetState/PutState) between the different components of FOC as defined by the Hyperledger Fabric chaincode API for ledger access (see shim package of go\(^4\): Between the chaincode_mariner and the chaincode_proxy, we use the string .proto type [Dev] and in the shared memory of the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode, we use a char array. For the value (of GetState/PutState) as well as for the execution response the type defined by the shim package would be []byte. We do not go with this type but use the string .proto type and a char array for the following reasons: a. There is no need to pass the size of the value and the size of the execution response in an additional field because the string .proto type is dynamically sized and the char array in C/C++ is terminated by the null character. b. For the conversion of the value to a numeric type inside the chaincode, we can use the strotify function supported by OP-TEE.\(^5\) Also for reason a., we use the string .proto type and char arrays for passing the function name and the arguments between the different components.

In case an entity does not exist on the ledger, the GetState method of the shim package will return nil. Since we cannot pass nil for the field value of the GetStateResponse message (which is of type string .proto), we convert nil to an empty string. Empty strings are the default values for the string .proto type. This means that the chaincode will follow from an empty string in field value of a GetStateResponse message that the entity with the given key in the foregoing GetStateRequest does not exist. Therefore storing empty strings as values on the ledger will mistakenly be interpreted as “entity does not exist” and is not allowed by design.

• **Number of coffees.** The type for the number of coffees received by an add transaction and by a GetStateResponse is converted and by strotul inside the secure world. The maximum value is 18446744073709551615. We do not handle any overflow that might happen in case the value of consumed coffees exceeds 18446744073709551615 (2\(^{64}\) − 1) because this is not realistic.

---

\(^3\)https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode/blob/master/chaincode_proxy/host/chaincode_tee_ree_communication.h, last accessed on 14.08.2019

\(^4\)https://godoc.org/github.com/hyperledger/fabric/core/chaincode/shim, last accessed on 23.07.2019

\(^5\)https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os/blob/master/lib/libutils/isoc/include/stdlib.h, last accessed on 23.07.2019
• **Context and session handling.** For each request a separate context and session with the according chaincode gets initialized and opened by the chaincode_proxy. We do not use the same session for multiple requests since the gRPC calls from the chaincode_wrapper (client) to the chaincode_proxy (server) are synchronous, which means that the chaincode_wrapper gets blocked till the communication has been finished [gRPb, Pai16]. Using the same session for multiple clients may increase the blocking time.

• **Error handling.** The chaincode_wrapper catches different errors which all close the connection towards the chaincode_proxy and return a response of status ERROR⁶ to the peer. The following errors are caught by the chaincode_wrapper: a. failure to open a stream towards the chaincode_proxy, b. timeout if the gRPC call takes longer than 10 minutes, this value can be increased for more complex chaincodes which need longer execution time, c. failure to send or receive messages to/from the chaincode_proxy and d. arrival of a gRPC error status sent by the chaincode_proxy. Due to security reasons the type of error in case d. is not passed to the chaincode_wrapper.

---

In this Chapter, different aspects of FOC (design and implementation) are evaluated. We describe the security guarantees and limitations of FOC in Section 6.1 and sketch how the missing features could be added in order to achieve the initial goal of smart contract (its logic) and data confidentiality in future work. A comparison of FPC and FOC is given in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we describe how FPC and FOC peers could interoperate in a common network. Section 6.4 summarizes the performance and power measurements done with the implemented FOC prototype.

6.1 Security Evaluation

The thesis is about untrusted peers. We assume that the other components are trusted. This Section therefore analyses the security guarantees and lacks of FOC when it comes to untrusted peers. Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.3 hold for both - the FOC design and the implemented prototype. Section 6.1.2 about TCB size refers to the implementation only.

6.1.1 Security Guarantees and Limitations

Since in ARM TZ, the hardware and software resources are partitioned between the secure and the normal world [Lim09], the chaincode TA execution is isolated from the (untrusted) peer and we have the following security guarantees:

- **Confidentiality of chaincode execution.** The (untrusted) peer cannot see what happens at runtime, especially sensitive chaincode logic and processed data is protected.

- **Integrity of chaincode execution.** The chaincode cannot be accessed and modified by the (untrusted) peer and therefore correct execution and correct output is ensured.\(^1\)

Due to the lack of secure boot, secure integrity check, remote attestation and transaction response signature in the current implementation of FOC, there is no mechanism for a third party (e.g. the client / committing

\(^1\)The integrity check of the chaincode TA at load time is not secure since the private key is part of the OP-TEE source code [Lin, Sec. 2.7.8], see Section 6.1.3 for more information.
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peer) to verify the confidentiality and integrity of the chaincode execution. For example, the client cannot be sure that the transaction actually gets executed by the authorized chaincode TA and the verifying peer cannot check if the transaction response is actually generated by the supposed chaincode TA inside the secure world since signatures are missing. In Section 6.1.3.1, we describe what would be necessary to overcome this lack.

6.1.2 TCB Size

The trusted computing base (TCB) of FOC consists of the chaincode executed inside the TEE (secure world). The other FOC specific components (chaincode_wrapper and chaincode_proxy) as well as the components inherited from Hyperledger Fabric (client, orderer, peer etc.) are untrusted.

To count the lines of code of the implemented FOC prototype and of the Hyperledger Fabric peer, we use the CLOC tool.²

The code of the FOC prototype contains 516 lines of untrusted code³ and 356 lines of trusted code in total, see Table 6.1 for more detailed information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Go</th>
<th>C (with headers)</th>
<th>C++ (with headers)</th>
<th>Protocol Buffer</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chaincode_wrapper</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaincode_proxy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaincode⁴</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Number of lines of code for the FOC components, https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode/, master branch, commit 21531102d8c1e3438c9f75a8691ef85d6b0271e0, last accessed on 14.08.2019.

The results must be considered carefully since not all necessary security features to fully guarantee confidentiality of the chaincode (its logic) and the processed data have been implemented, see Section 6.1.3.

The Hyperledger Fabric peer contains between 20,000 and 100,000 lines of code (v1.4.1). By only executing the chaincode itself inside the TEE and not the entire peer, we can drastically minimize the TCB.

6.1.3 Implementation of Missing Security Features

This Section describes how one could implement the missing security features so that FOC has similar security guarantees as FPC (see Section 2.5). The implementation of these features is not part of the thesis since it would require device-specific information and properties which are often kept secret by the vendors and which are mostly only stubbed by OP-TEE [Lin, Sec. 2.7, 2.9.7].

6.1.3.1 Confidentiality and Integrity of Chaincode Execution

As stated in Section 6.1.1, confidentiality and integrity of the chaincode execution can not be fully guaranteed and verified. In the following, we describe what would be necessary to overcome this lack.

- Secure boot. Secure boot verifies the integrity of OP-TEE [Lim09, Sec. 5.2.2], [Lin, Sec. 2.7.4]. For the deployment of FOC, we have used QEMU for Armv8-A and the Raspberry Pi, see Section 4.3.4. In both cases, there is no secure boot enabled [Bec16, Lin, Sec. 3.2.9]. For a productive usage, a device which supports secure boot must be used. One should consult the manufacturer of the device to check if and how secure boot can be enabled [Lin, Sec. 2.8.1].

²https://github.com/AlDanial/cloc/, v1.74, last accessed on 14.08.2019
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- **Integrity of the chaincode.** In FOC, the chaincode TA is of type REE filesystem TA and therefore will be loaded from the normal world and integrity checked in the secure world [Lin, Sec. 2.10.3, 5.14.8]. This integrity check is possible since all TAs are signed with a private key [Lin, Sec. 2.7.8]. The private key is part of the OP-TEE source code. If FOC will be used as real product, the private key must not be stored within the source code but only be accessible by the trusted chaincode developer (for example by storing the private key on a Hardware Security Module). An alternative to the integrity check via the development private/public key pair would be to use so called Early TAs [ogi19b, Lin, Sec. 5.14.8]. In that case, the chaincode TA binary is part of the OP-TEE firmware binary and already gets verified at the boot process together with the whole OP-TEE firmware image.

- **Remote attestation and signature.** Since OP-TEE does not support remote attestation [ogi19c], the described communication mechanism currently implemented in FOC (see Section 4.3.2) does not ensure that the chaincode TA is actually executed inside the secure world and that the code has not been tampered with. In future work, remote attestation could be implemented as follows: the chaincode TA generates a hash of itself and signs it with the HUK\(^4\) which uniquely authenticates the device itself [ogi18]. Then, we would also need a trusted third-party to verify the hash and to authenticate the HUK. Similarly as in FPC [BCKS18, Sec. 5.3], the chaincode TA could generate a private/public key pair and pass the public key together with the hash to the party requesting remote attestation. Like in FPC [BCKS18, Sec. 3.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.6], the public key can be used by the the client to encrypt the operation and therefore to ensure that the transaction proposal gets executed by an authorized chaincode TA. Furthermore it can be used by the committing peers to verify that the transaction response originates from an authorized unmodified chaincode TA. In order to avoid that each client and each committing peer has to redo attestation before invoking or committing, the attestation result and the public key may be stored on the ledger. FPC has a chaincode called enclave registry for this purpose [BCKS18, Sec. 5.1, 5.3, 5.4]. FOC may use a similar concept in the future. Furthermore, the SSL/TLS support of gRPC should be enabled in the future, so that the chaincode wrapper can authenticate the chaincode proxy [gRPa].

- **Recovery at reboot.** In the current implementation of FOC, the chaincode TA is stateless (e.g. no private key used), therefore no recovery support is necessary when rebooting OP-TEE. Once there is a key added to the chaincode TA for signature, we need to securely store this key so that it is still available after rebooting OP-TEE. One could use the secure storage of OP-TEE [Lin, Sec. 2.9] for that. In the current implementation of OP-TEE, the key to encrypt/decrypt the secure storage is derived from a stubbed HUK and therefore not secure\(^4\) [Lin, Sec. 2.7.2, 2.9].

6.1.3.2 Protection of the Ledger State

Furthermore, to guarantee state continuity and to avoid information leakage by rollback attacks and speculative execution, we would need to add the following guarantees:

- **Guarantee state continuity.** In the current design, it is possible to pass any world state to the chaincode TA. In future work, a mechanism must be added so that the chaincode TA can check the correctness of the data retrieved from the ledger. In FPC, this issue is solved by the ledger enclave [BCKS18, Sec. 5.1, 5.5]. In the current implementation of FOC, the peer is running on hardware supporting plain Hyperledger Fabric (e.g. Intel node), therefore one could reuse the SGX ledger enclave of FPC to guarantee state continuity. Of course this would need some adaptations as

\(^{4}\)In OP-TEE, the Hardware Unique Key (HUK) is stored in the software as zeros [Lin, Sec. 2.7.2]. For a productive usage of FOC, this HUK must be replaced and must not be stored in software but in hardware.
for example the local attestation between the ledger enclave and the chaincode enclave [BCKS18, Sec. 5.3] must be replaced by an authentication mechanism between the ledger enclave and the chaincode TA. Another approach to guarantee state continuity would be the implementation of a TA - we call it ledger TA - with similar functionality as the ledger enclave. The chaincode TA could communicate directly with the ledger TA by using the Internal Client API implemented in OP-TEE [Glo14, Sec. 4.9] and could store its data encrypted in the secure storage of OP-TEE [Lin, Sec. 2.9]. Here again, we would need to have a secure HUK implementation to derive a key for encryption/decryption of the secure storage.

- **Avoid information leakage by speculative execution if needed.** Due to the execute-order-validate paradigm used in Hyperledger Fabric, transaction execution by the peer is speculative [BCKS18, Sec. 4.4]. In future work, we must add a mechanism to avoid information leakage by speculative execution if required. In FPC, this issue is solved by the adding the concept of barriers. The same concept could be used in FOC, this would also facilitate the interoperability of FPC and FOC peers.

### 6.1.3.3 Optional Confidentiality for Chaincode, State and Execution Response Message

The following security features are not part of the current FOC implementation but could be added as optional security features in the future:

- **Chaincode confidentiality.** In the current implementation of FOC, the compiled chaincode TAs are stored unencrypted in the REE filesystem (in the directory $OPTEE_SRC/out-br/target/lib/optee.armtz/ [Lin, Sec. 5.14.3]). If chaincode confidentiality needs to be guaranteed, one could use the secure storage TA type to store the chaincode TA encrypted in the REE filesystem [Lin, Sec. 2.10.3]. In the current implementation of OP-TEE, the key to encrypt/decrypt the secure storage TA is derived from a stubbed HUK and therefore not secure [Lin, Sec. 2.7.2, 2.9].

- **State confidentiality.** Similar to the design in FPC [BCKS18, Sec. 5.5], we could add encryption of the state stored on the ledger and passed by GetState or PutState operation by using either client-based encryption or encryption per chaincode. Both modes would require a third-party mechanism to exchange the keys (between the client and the invoked chaincode in the first case, and between the same chaincodes running on different ARM TZ nodes in the second case).

- **Encryption of the execution response message.** In the future, FOC could support the encryption of the execution response message with a key provided by the client. This optional security feature is already part of FPC [BCKS18, Sec. 5.5].

### 6.2 Comparison with FPC

The comparison between FPC and FOC given in this Section holds for both - the FOC design and the implemented prototype. A summary of the differences between FPC and FOC can be found in Table 6.2.

FPC and FOC both aim at isolating the execution of the chaincode from a potentially untrusted peer. To achieve this goal, FPC makes use of Intel SGX [BCKS18] whereas FOC makes use of ARM TZ with OP-TEE.

In FPC, the enclaves are located on the peer, whereas in FOC, OP-TEE and the chaincode TAs run on a node separated from the peer. This decoupled approach is justified in Section 5.1. Another architectural difference is the number of TEEs: In FPC, we have one enclave per chaincode; in FOC, each chaincode
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>feature</th>
<th>FPC</th>
<th>FOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>technology</td>
<td>Intel SGX</td>
<td>ARM TZ with OP-TEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>architecture</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• enclaves are on the same</td>
<td>• OP-TEE runs on a node decoupled from the peer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>node as the peer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• one enclave per chaincode</td>
<td>• each chaincode TA gets loaded and executed inside the same TEE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language</td>
<td>go/C/C++</td>
<td>go/C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isolation of chaincode</td>
<td>isolation of chaincode execution from the untrusted peer is guaranteed and can be verified</td>
<td>isolation of chaincode execution from untrusted peer is implemented, but cannot be verified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation confidentiality</td>
<td>guaranteed</td>
<td>not implemented, but possible w/ extra hardware/firmware support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state, execution response</td>
<td>optionally</td>
<td>not implemented, but possible w/ extra hardware/firmware support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and chaincode confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Comparison of the used technologies, architectures, languages and the security features in FPC [BCKS18] and in FOC.

gets loaded and executed in the same TEE (i.e. secure world).

Both FPC and FOC use go, C and C++ programming languages for implementing and adding their components to Hyperledger Fabric.

Due to its security features (see Section 2.5), FPC guarantees confidentiality for the chaincode (its logic) and the processed data. Furthermore, it provides mechanisms to verify that guarantee. In FOC, we make usage of ARM TZ with OP-TEE to isolate the execution of the chaincode but there is no mechanism for verifying that this is actually the case and that no manipulation has happened. Furthermore, state continuity and encryption of the operation, the passed state, the execution response message and the chaincode itself is not enabled in FOC. In Section 6.1.3, we have discussed which security features must be added so that the chaincode and data confidentiality could be fully guaranteed and verified.

6.3 Interoperability of FPC and FOC peers

With the emergence of IoT, more and more peers of a Hyperledger Fabric channel⁵ might use a low-power processor [Dub19, Gar14] and therefore not be able to support Intel SGX and FPC but rather ARM TZ and FOC. Imagine such a channel where some of the peers run FPC and others FOC. Clients can invoke a chaincode either on a FPC or on a FOC peer. The validation then takes place on all peers. To make such an interoperability of FPC and FOC peers work correctly, the following points must be considered:

---

⁵Group of peers which share the same chaincodes and ledger [Hyp].
6.3.1 Chaincode Language

In FOC, the chaincode running inside the secure world must be written in C (OP-TEE only supports C for writing TAs [Lin]). Hence, if we want to use the same programming language for the chaincode in FOC and in FPC, we have to use C.

6.3.2 Chaincode Logic

In FOC, the chaincode TA interrupts its transaction execution for each required GetState and PutState with a return to the chaincode_proxy. Therefore, a transaction may be split in different parts. In FPC, there is no need to return in case of a GetState/PutState [fpca]. Despite this slight change in code structure between FOC and FPC, one must ensure that the logic for both chaincodes is identical.

6.3.3 Confidentiality Guarantees

FPC has multiple features (see Section 2.5) to guarantee confidentiality of the chaincode (its logic) and data. The current design and implementation of FOC does not consider all of these features (see Section 6.2). Interoperability will make sense as soon as a future design of FOC considers these missing features. In Section 6.1.3, we have sketched how this could be achieved. Once this is done, an interoperability of FPC and FOC peers must consider the following points (we will not go into detail since the exact design and implementation of such an interoperability is left for future work):

(a) **Attestation result.** The attestation result of the chaincode enclave must be verifiable by the chaincode TA and vica-versa. Also the client must be able to verify those attestation results to invoke chaincodes on authorized chaincode TEEs (chaincode enclaves and chaincode TAs).

(b) **Validation.** In order to commit transactions, the FPC peers must be able to verify the transaction response (its signature) produced by an FOC peer and vica-versa. The attestation result (which contains a hash of the public key) and the public key of the chaincode TEEs could be stored on the ledger (as in FPC [BCKS18, Sec. 5.1, 5.3, 5.4]). Hence, both chaincode TEEs would have access to it and could verify that the transaction response originates from an authorized chaincode TEE in case (a) is satisfied.

(c) **Communication with the client.** The client must have access to the public key of both chaincode TEEs, so that it can encrypt the operation either with the public key of the chaincode enclave or the chaincode TA, depending on whom it passes the transaction proposal to.

(d) **State encryption.** If we choose a state encryption per chaincode (as described in [BCKS18, Sec. 5.1, 5.3, 5.4]), one must ensure that the chaincode enclave and the chaincode TA have access to the private key, so that the state can be encrypted/decrypted by both chaincode TEEs.

6.4 Performance and Power Measurements

We first describe the setup and methodology used in experiment 1, 2 and 3. Then, we present the experiments. Experiment 1 and 2 are related to performance. Experiment 3 is about power. Finally, we describe what could be measured as future work.
6.4.1 General Setup

**Code base.** Experiment 1 and 2 use the implemented FOC prototype. Experiment 2 uses some adaption of the `chaincode_wrapper`, `chaincode_proxy` and `chaincode` in order to measure the latency breakdown.

**Versions.** The used versions for the most important dependencies of FOC are:
- Hyperledger Fabric v1.4.1 with default settings
- gRPC v.1.20.0
- OP-TEE v3.5.0

**Hardware and network properties.** For the experiments, we use the machines provided by the Complex Systems and Big Data Competence Centre of the University of Neuchâtel. The `chaincode_wrapper` runs on `yahoocluster-4.maas`. The `chaincode_proxy` and the `chaincode` run either on a machine (`eiger-8.maas` or `cervino-4.maas`) emulating ARM TZ (ARMv8-A) with QEMU (using the `qemu_v8.xml`) or on the Raspberry Pi. The properties of the used devices can be found in Table 6.3. For the `eiger-8.maas`, we disable Hyper-Threading in order to minimize the risk of attacks such as the Spectre vulnerability [Jac19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine (name)</th>
<th>CPU model</th>
<th># cores</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>storage</th>
<th>network bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yahoocluster-4.maas</td>
<td>Intel(R)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:8@2.5GHz">8@2.5GHz</a></td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>8 GiB</td>
<td>500 GB</td>
<td>1 Gbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xeon(R) CPU L5420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cervino-4.maas</td>
<td>Intel(R)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:32@2.1GHz">32@2.1GHz</a></td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>128 GiB</td>
<td>480 GB</td>
<td>1 Gbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683 v4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eiger-8.maas</td>
<td>Intel(R)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:4@3.8GHz">4@3.8GHz</a></td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>64 GiB</td>
<td>480 GB</td>
<td>1 Gbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xeon(R) CPU E3-1270 v6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi 3 Model B</td>
<td>ARM Cortex A53</td>
<td><a href="mailto:4@1.2GHz">4@1.2GHz</a></td>
<td>OP-TEE</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64bit CPU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**CPU frequency.** For all used machines (cervino-4.maas, eiger-8.maas, yahoocluster-4.maas, Raspberry Pi) and also for the machine (nuc-1.maas) used to interact with the Raspberry Pi, we set the CPUfreq governor to performance mode. With this mode, the CPU frequency is statically set to the highest frequency [Bro]:

---

6https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode, master branch, commit f41d2f262e0138d22469cb1e530fed1ec00d4d63, last accessed on 14.08.2019

7https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode, performance-latency-breakdown branch, commit 8f50dd321b560f5434134d2bfc989cab84ca236, last accessed on 14.08.2019

8http://ccfs.unine.ch, last accessed on 16.08.2019

9The machine names are only relevant for reference within this Chapter.
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- yahoocluster-4.maas: 2.499 GHz
- cervino-4.maas: 3 GHz
- eiger-8.maas: 4.2 GHz
- Raspberry Pi 3 Model B: 1.2 GHz
- nuc-1.maas: 4 GHz

QEMU configurations. For the emulation with QEMU we use the following configurations:

- SMP (Symmetric MultiProcessing): set to 4 or 8\textsuperscript{11}
- CFG NUM THREADS (number of trusted threads [Lin]): set to 4, 8 or 16\textsuperscript{12}
- CPU: cortex-a53\textsuperscript{11}

6.4.2 Methodology

Each of the three experiments is executed with OP-TEE on a machine using QEMU for ARM TZ emulation and with OP-TEE running on the Raspberry Pi.

For each of the experiments, we use a Go program to start one or more clients. This Go program runs on the same machine as the chaincode wrapper (yahoocluster-4.maas). Each client is implemented as a goroutine and repeatedly invokes the query transaction of the implemented coffee tracking chaincode (see Section 4.3.2) during a fixed amount of time. The timespans are adjusted for each experiment in order to have a reasonable amount of values per client for calculating the results. The invocation is implemented with the shim.MockStub so the clients directly call (init and invoke) the chaincode wrapper. There is no usage of any peer.

In our experiments, a transaction starts when the client calls it and is finished when the client has received the response of the chaincode wrapper. We call that timespan execution time (of the query transaction) in the following three experiments.

A detailed description on how to run the experiments can be found in the private github repository fabric-optee-chaincode.\textsuperscript{13}

To measure the times, we have used the following libraries and functions:

- chaincode wrapper: Go time package\textsuperscript{14}, in particular the functions Now and Since.
- chaincode_proxy: cpp std::chrono library\textsuperscript{15}, in particular the function high_resolution_clock::now().
- chaincode: The functions TEE_GetSystemTime and TEE_TIME_SUB implemented by OP-TEE.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{11}This value can be changed in the file $\{OPTEE_SRC\}/build/qemu_v8.mk.
\textsuperscript{12}This value can be changed in the file $\{OPTEE_SRC\}/optee_os/mk/config.mk.
\textsuperscript{13}https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode/blob/master/performance_power_measurements/README_performance_power_measurements.md, last accessed on 14.08.2019
\textsuperscript{14}https://golang.org/pkg/time/, last accessed on 28.06.2019
\textsuperscript{15}https://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/header/chrono, last accessed on 28.06.2019
\textsuperscript{16}https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os/blob/master/lib/libutee/include/tee_api.h, https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os/blob/master/lib/libutee/include/utee_defines.h, last accessed on 28.06.2019. According to the GP TEE Internal Core API [Glo14], this function returns the current system time of a TA instance. The counter is monotonic between the return of one TEEC_InvokeCommand and the start of the next TEEC_InvokeCommand. We have checked and confirmed this behavior in https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode_performance-latency-breakdown branch, commit 6df7a8c251118c6062d6c0ecccfe469dfe44e8, last accessed on 14.08.2019.
To measure the power (experiment 3) on the machine emulating ARM TZ with QEMU, we use a Lindy IPower Control 2x6 XM and an adaption of the `pdu-power-parser.py` script. For the Raspberry Pi, we use the Alciom PowerSpy2 device together with the `powerspy.py` script.

### 6.4.3 Experiment 1: Throughput and Latency

**Experiment.** We measure the latency and throughput for the execution of the query transaction of the coffee tracking chaincode in FOC. The measurements are done for different numbers of clients (1, 2, 4, 8) repeatedly invoking the transaction in parallel during (30, 30, 30, 60) seconds.

**Expectation.** Throughput doubles (or nearly doubles) when doubling the number of clients while latency stays stable up to the point where the number of clients is equal to the minimum of the number of cores of all machines.

**Pre Result.** A first evaluation of this experiment with QEMU has shown that the throughput only slightly increases (with factor < 1.2) from 1 to 2 clients and then more or less stagnates for 4 and 8 clients. This does not confirm our expectation. We therefore have to refine the experiment.

**Refined Experiment and Result.** To investigate where the bottleneck comes from, we implement different modifications of FOC:

- **(a) Baseline:** An adaption of FOC which executes the coffee tracking chaincode in the normal and not in the secure world - this implementation is our baseline. The measurements are done for (1, 2, 4, 8) clients repeatedly invoking transactions in parallel during 10 seconds.

- **(b) Without gRPC:** An adaption of FOC, where the clients are placed in the normal world and run as threads there. Each client thread repeatedly performs the following steps: a. initializing a context, b. opening a session, c. invoking the coffee tracking chaincode in the secure world, d. waiting for the transaction to finish, e. closing the session, f. finalizing the context. In this case, we have no gRPC calls. The measurements are done for (1, 2, 4, 8) clients repeatedly invoking transactions in parallel during 30 seconds.

- **(c) Normal world threading:** A program where we have (1, 2, 4, 8) threads doing dummy work in the normal world. This implementation has nothing to do with FOC but is used to test the threading capacity of the normal world.

- **(d) Plain Hyperledger Fabric:** We have implemented the coffee tracking chaincode as Hyperledger Fabric chaincode running at the same node as the clients (yahoo.cluster-4.maas). The measurements are done for (1, 2, 4, 8, 16) clients repeatedly invoking transactions in parallel during 10 seconds.

The code for the three cases can be found in the folder `FOC-modifications` of the github repository `fabric-optee-chaincode`. For the experiments with modifications (a)-(c) and also for the experiments with the original FOC prototype, ARM TZ emulated with QEMU is used (no Raspberry Pi). We set the number of processors for QEMU to the maximal possible value (`SMP = 8`) and use a host machine with 32 cores (cervino-4.maas) to eliminate any bottleneck from the number of CPUs of the (QEMU) host. The `CFG[NUM_THREADS]` is set to 8 in a first investigation.

---

17 https://gist.github.com/gfieni/910d075b7e53a607271c18923047675e, last accessed on 12.08.2019

18 https://github.com/patrickmarlier/powerspy.py, last accessed on 12.08.2019

For each setup, we run the experiment 3 times and take the results of the run for which the maximum throughput over all clients is the highest. The observations related to the throughput and latency measurements are summarized in the following. Detailed results can be found in the appendix, Table B.1 and in Figure 6.1.

- The results for the coffee tracking chaincode running as Hyperledger Fabric chaincode (case (d)) are plotted in Figure 6.1. The Figure shows that in this case, throughput and latency behave as expected: throughput increases (by factor > 1.5) with each doubling of the number of clients and latency stays stable up to the point where the number of clients is equal to 8 (= number of cores at yahoocluster-4.maas). Therefore the Go program which starts the clients cannot be the explanation for the bottleneck.

- Regarding the baseline, we have changed the Num_CQS, Min_Pollers and Max_Pollers options of the gRPC server (at the chaincode_proxy). Best results are achieved with Num_CQS equal to the number of cores/2 (= 4) and Min_Pollers, Max_Pollers with the default values: throughput is increased by factor 1.9 for 2 clients, by 2.5 for 4 clients and 2.8 for 8 clients (all factors in relation to the throughput for 1 client). These factors are far above the factors for the original FOC implementation (< 1.2). Furthermore, the factors are even better than the ones achieved by the normal world threading application (case (c)). We can therefore rule out the gRPC settings as main reason for the bottleneck.

- Regarding the setting (b), we can increase throughput only by factor 1.3 for 2 clients, with factor 1.4 for 4 clients and with factor 1.5 for 8 clients (all factors in relation to the throughput for 1 client). These factors are are a bit above the ones from the experiment with the original FOC implementation, but still far below the factors of the baseline case. We therefore conclude that the bottleneck mainly originates from the secure world calls. To exactly locate the bottleneck, we have done a latency breakdown in experiment 2. This experiment shows, that the TEEC_OpenSession makes up 65-75% of the whole latency time. An investigation of the code shows that at least part of this API is serialized which may explain the observed bottleneck. This serialization is not documented, but we have become aware to it due to the github issue [ogi19a]. In Section 6.4.6, we describe which code change may resolve the observed performance bottleneck.

- To explore if performance can be increased by a smaller or larger value for CFG_NUM_THREADS, we execute case (b) with a value of 4 and 16, see second and third Table of B.1. But since no improvement of throughput and latency could be achieved by this configuration change, we keep CFG_NUM_THREADS equal to the value of SMP for further experiments.

- For the original FOC prototype, the throughput and latency for the default Num_CQS value and for Num_CQS equal to SMP are similar. But since we have a higher failure rate with Num_CQS set equal to the number of SMP than with the default value, we do further measurements with the default value.

**Final Experiment and Result.** With the insights from the refined experiment (CFG_NUM_THREADS equal to number of cores; default value for NUM_CQS, MIN_POLLERS, MAX_POLLERS in case of the original FOC implementation), the final throughput and latency measurements are done, once running the

---

20Num_CQS is the number of queues at the gRPC server which will listen to incoming RPCs. MIN_POLLERS and MAX_POLLERS define the minimum and maximum number of threads per queue. The default values are: NUM_CQS = 1, MIN_POLLERS = 1, MAX_POLLERS = 2. See https://github.com/grpc/grpc/blob/v1.20.x/include/grpcpp/server_builder.h, last accessed on 11.08.2019.

21The loading of the TA into the secure world is serialized due to a global mutex hold in OP-TEE, see https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os/blob/6ff2e3f10cab2a086ebbb59bdab6ccc497a50ab/core/kernel/tee_tta_manager.c#L630-L661, last accessed on 13.08.2019.
Figure 6.1: Throughput and latency for the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction invoked by different numbers of clients in parallel. Measurements are done with the coffee tracking chaincode running as plain Hyperledger Fabric chaincode.

chaincode_proxy and the chaincode on a machine emulating ARM TZ with QEMU and once running them on the Raspberry Pi. For the emulation with QEMU we chose a host machine with 4 cores (eiger-8.maas) and set SMP to 4 to simulate the number of cores in the Raspberry Pi.

Again we run each experiment 3 times and take the results of the run for which the maximum throughput over all clients is the highest.

Figure 6.2: Throughput and latency for the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction invoked by different numbers of clients in parallel. Measurements are done for the original FOC implementation and for the baseline once on the Raspberry Pi (CFG_NUM_THREADS=4) and once with QEMU (SMP=4, CFG_NUM_THREADS=4, machine eiger-8.maas). The latency is the mean over the latency of all single transactions in ms.

The detailed results are displayed in Table B.2 in the appendix. We plot the throughput and latency for the baseline (with the following gRPC configurations: NUM_CQS=2, default values for MIN_POLLERS, MAX_POLLERS) and for the original FOC implementation in Figure 6.2. Our evaluation:

- Considering the original FOC implementation, we can observe that throughput does not increase with an increasing number of clients in case of the Raspberry Pi. In case of QEMU, there is a slight
increase with about factor 1.2 from 1 to 2 clients. For more clients, throughput stagnates. This is the bottleneck we have already observed in the refined experiments before.

- In case of the baseline, throughput increases up to 8 clients. With the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode_wrapper running on the Raspberry Pi, we can increase throughput by factor 3.1 for 8 clients compared to 1 client. For QEMU, it is an increase by factor 2.6 from 1 to 8 clients.

- Considering the experiment on the Raspberry Pi for 1 client, the throughput of the baseline is about 27 times higher than with the original FOC implementation. In case of 8 clients, we even have an increase with about factor 130. For QEMU, the difference is less extreme: throughput is between 5 to 10 times higher (depending on the number of clients) for the baseline compared to the original FOC implementation.

The observations show, that the execution of the chaincode inside the secure world comes with its cost in terms of throughput.

### 6.4.4 Experiment 2: Latency Breakdown

**Experiment.** We measure the duration of the different subparts of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction executed with the original FOC implementation. The measured timespans are graphically displayed in Figure 6.3.

![Diagram of coffee tracking chaincode query transaction](source: figure drawn by C.M.)

**Figure 6.3:** Timespans measured for the query transaction of the implemented coffee tracking chaincode in FOC are indicated with capital letters. The round-trip times for the colored arrows labelled with roman numerals will be calculated as differences of the measured timespans, for example round-trip time for (iv) = O - N.
A is the initialization phase at the chaincode wrapper. B is the initialization at the chaincode proxy. It includes initializing the context (TEEC.InitializeContext), opening the session (TEEC.OpenSession), allocating the shared memory and passing all message parameters to this shared memory. D is the preparation of the GetState in the chaincode. E is the time used by the chaincode_proxy for forwarding this GetState to the chaincode_wrapper via GetStateRequest. G is the handling of the GetStateRequest at the chaincode_wrapper (i.e., call of the ledger). H is the postprocessing of the GetStateResponse in the chaincode_proxy. J is the preparation of the execution response message in the chaincode. K is the forwarding of this message at the chaincode_proxy via a InvocationResponse. L is the time used for releasing the resources, for closing the session (TEEC.CloseSession) and for finalizing the context (TEEC.FinalizeContext) at the chaincode_proxy. M is the finalization at the chaincode_wrapper. The timespans C, I, N and O are measured for calculating the round-trip times (arrows i - iv).

The measurements are done once for 1 client repeatedly invoking the query transaction during 30 seconds because with 1 client we have aimed best results in terms of throughput and latency in experiment 1. And once for 2 clients repeatedly invoking the query transactions in parallel during 30 seconds because we want to investigate the bottleneck observed in experiment 1.

The experiment is executed twice: once running the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode on a machine emulating ARM TZ with QEMU (SMP = 4) and once running them on the Raspberry Pi; with CFG.NUM_THREADS = 4 in both cases. Regarding the gRPC configuration, we set the default values for NUM_CQS, MIN_POLLERS, MAX_POLLERS.

Result. For each setup we have run the experiment 3 times and taken the results for the run with the highest throughput. The results are summarized in Table 6.4. An evaluation of the results is given in the following:

- If we sum up the means of the different parts for one transaction (A, B, D, E, G, H, J, K, M, (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) = sum without L), we should achieve the mean latency measured in experiment 1. This is actually the case.

- For both, the setup with QEMU and the Raspberry Pi, phase B makes up 65-75% of the total time (= sum without L). We can observe that the vast majority of phase B is needed for TEEC.OpenSession. This knowledge has given us some hints where to locate the throughput bottleneck experienced in experiment 1.

- Each of the average times for the parts D, E, G, H, J, K, M is smaller than 1 ms and is less then 1% of the total latency (sum without L).

- There are some observations related to the timespans in the Raspberry Pi which would require more research in the future: With the Raspberry Pi, timespan A doubles from 1 to 2 clients whereas in the setup with QEMU, timespan A stays stable from 1 to 2 clients. Furthermore, on the Raspberry Pi, the round-trip times for TEEC_InvokeCommand (arrows (i) and (ii)) is less then 1 ms in case of 1 client, but more than 8 ms in case of 2 clients.
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**Table 6.4:** Latency breakdown in ms for the `query` transaction of the coffee tracking chaincode. The experiment was executed emulated with QEMU and on the Raspberry Pi with different numbers of clients (1, 2) invoking the transaction in parallel for 30 seconds. Milliseconds are the most accurate time unit we can measure in the secure world, therefore measured timespan duration in the secure world may be 0.
6.4.5 Experiment 3: Power

**Experiment.** We measure the power at the machine running OP-TEE (i.e. the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode TA) during the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction in FOC. The measurements are done once with 1 client repeatedly invoking the query transaction during 30 seconds and once with 2 clients repeatedly invoking the transaction in parallel during 30 seconds.

The experiment is executed twice: once running the chaincode_proxy and the chaincode on a machine emulating ARM TZ with QEMU (\(SMP = 4\)) and once running them on the Raspberry Pi; with \(CFG\_NUM\_THREADS = 4\) in both cases. Regarding the gRPC configuration, we set default values for \(NUM\_CQS, MIN\_POLLERS, MAX\_POLLERS\).

From the power measurements, we calculate the average consumed energy per transaction.

**Expectation.** We expect that the execution is slower but needs less energy per transaction when running OP-TEE on the Raspberry Pi compared to running OP-TEE on a machine (eiger-8.maas) emulating ARM TZ with QEMU.

**Result.** For each setup, we run the experiment 3 times and take the results of the run with the lowest energy consumption per transaction. The results are displayed in Table 6.5. The expectation is confirmed. The throughput achieved with the Raspberry Pi is about 3 to 5 times lower than the one with QEMU but the execution of one query transaction on the Raspberry Pi needs only about 1/10 of the energy used by QEMU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 client</th>
<th>2 clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[J]  # tx [J/tx]</td>
<td>[J]  # tx [J/tx]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eiger-8.maas, QEMU ((SMP = 4), (CFG_NUM_THREADS = 4))</td>
<td>1918.0 1115 1.72</td>
<td>2181.5 1302 1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi ((CFG_NUM_THREADS = 4))</td>
<td>61.66 393 0.16</td>
<td>62.32 268 0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: The total energy consumption in Joules of the machine running OP-TEE for the execution of the coffee tracking query transaction during 30 seconds is displayed in column [J]. The total number of successful transactions is displayed in column # tx. The column [J/tx] shows the used Joules per transactions in average.

6.4.6 Future Work

We have located the throughput bottleneck faced in experiment 1 and found a potential explanation: TEEC\_OpenSession is at least partly serialized [ogi19a]. To confirm this explanation, we would need to modify our FOC prototype code and re-execute the performance measurements. Instead of having a separate session for each InvocationRequest, we could open a fixed number of sessions (all with their own context) at the startup of the chaincode_proxy and store them in a global pool. The number of sessions should be equal to the value of \(CFG\_NUM\_THREADS\) for maximal concurrency. For each incoming InvocationRequest the chaincode_proxy will take one session from the pool (if there is any or else wait for one) and put it back to the pool once the InvocationRequest has been sent back to the chaincode_wrapper. With this change in the FOC implementation, we could avoid the serialization due to the global mutex in the TEEC\_OpenSession calls.

The microbenchmarks we have done could be refined and extended. For example, one could investigate how a change in the transaction size influences the throughput and latency.

In the future, one could measure the throughput and latency for all phases (execution, ordering and validation) of Hyperledger Fabric and not only for the execution of the transaction itself. In our experiments,
we have directly invoked the chaincode wrapper without using any peer and orderer (shim.MockStub). For future macrobenchmarks, one could use Hyperledger Fabric client SDK\textsuperscript{22} and have a complete Hyperledger Fabric network with peers and orderers.

One could also compare the performance of FOC and FPC in future work, although such results must be considered with caution since Intel SGX and ARM TZ with OP-TEE are two different technologies and do not provide the same features and guarantees.

We have focused on the query transaction of the implemented coffee tracking chaincode in FOC. One could compare the transaction and latency of the query (only has one GetState) and create (needs one GetState and one PutState) transaction in future work.

We have mainly varied the number of clients invoking transactions in parallel. There would be more parameters as for example the network characteristic one could consider in future measurements. Furthermore, one could investigate if and how asynchronous gRPC communication\textsuperscript{23} could improve performance.

\textsuperscript{22}https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4/glossary.html#software-development-kit-sdk, last accessed on 17.08.2019
\textsuperscript{23}https://grpc.io/docs/tutorials/async/helloasync-cpp/, last accessed on 17.08.2019
Conclusion and Future Work

The first contribution is the design and implementation of a prototype called FOC for Hyperledger Fabric chaincode execution with ARM TZ and OP-TEE. With the coffee tracking chaincode, we have demonstrated a fully working smart contract running inside the secure world. The contribution of the thesis may be useful in the context of IoT. It ensures confidentiality of the smart contract (its logic) and the processed data. In contrast to the two other properties of the CIA triad [And11, XWS+17], confidentiality is not inherently guaranteed by the blockchain network.

The second contribution is the exploration of the limits with ARM TZ and OP-TEE. During the transfer of FPC from Intel SGX to ARM TZ with OP-TEE, we have faced some challenges: missing support for remote attestation in ARM TZ and OP-TEE [Sta18, ogi19c, CD16b] and missing hardware support for some security features of OP-TEE [Lin]. This leads to the following consequences for the designed and implemented FOC prototype:

- The intuitive approach of running the peer in the normal world of OP-TEE could not be realised due to missing Docker support. Therefore in FOC, the peer is decoupled from the ARM TZ node.

- FOC lacks features to fully guarantee confidentiality of smart contracts (their logic) and the processed data: a. Remote attestation of the chaincode TA, b. signature of the transaction response by the chaincode TA, c. fully secure integrity check of the chaincode TA at its load time, d. guarantee of state continuity, e. encrypted chaincode TA storage and f. encryption of the operation, the passed states and the execution response message.

Measuring the performance of the implemented FOC prototype (with ARM TZ and OP-TEE running on the Raspberry Pi) has shown that the throughput for the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction is about 27 - 130 times slower (depending on the number of clients invoking transactions in parallel) than the execution of the query transaction with our baseline (coffee tracking chaincode placed in the normal world). This shows that the confidentiality guarantee comes with its cost. Furthermore, we have faced a bottleneck in performance measurements with the Raspberry Pi: throughput could not be increased with an increasing number of clients although we had multiple cores and trusted threads available. We have identified a potential reason for this bottleneck and suggested a code change for future work.
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7.1 Future Work

In the following, we describe possible future work for the design and the potential improvements related to the implemented prototype.

7.1.1 Design.

- **Architecture.** With the current design, the peer is running decoupled from ARM TZ on a separate node supporting plain Hyperledger Fabric, see Section 4.1. For a productive system it would be practical and more efficient to place the peer in the normal world of ARM TZ.

- **Confidentiality.** In Section 6.1.3 we have described the missing security features of FOC. These features must be considered in the future design and implementation to fully guarantee confidentiality for the chaincode and the processed data.

- **Interoperability of FPC and FOC.** The interoperability of FPC and FOC peers (see Section 6.3) could be considered in a future design and implementation.

7.1.2 Implementation.

- **C, C++ mix.** In OP-TEE, the official host examples are written in C\(^1\). Since gRPC has no official C language support [gRPb], we use the C++ support of the gRPC framework for writing the gRPC server (chaincode_proxy). Therefore, the chaincode_proxy is a C++ program but may contain C code as well. This mix of C++ and C code should be cleaned up in the future.

- **GlobalPlatform compatibility.** The chaincode TA code (coffee_tracking_chaincode.c file) is not fully GlobalPlatform conform. For example the used functions strlen, stroul and snprintf are implemented by OP-TEE\(^2\) but not supported by GlobalPlatform [Glo14]. This is not considered an issue since we just demonstrate the execution of smart contracts with OP-TEE. In the future, fully GlobalPlatform compatible code could be implemented, so that the chaincode TA can be transferred to other environments supporting the GlobalPlatform standard.

- **Argument check.** The functions of the coffee tracking chaincode running inside the secure world (create, add, query) should check the number and the type of the received arguments; this is not implemented in the current prototype.

- **Argument encryption.** Currently, the arguments are passed via the Protocol Buffer bytes .proto type. When the arguments are encrypted in future work, they should not be passed via this type, but as one unit to avoid the leaking of the number of arguments.

- **Ledger access.** The current implementation of chaincode execution with OP-TEE only provides GetState and PutState to access the ledger. Support of other APIs of the ChaincodeStub\(^3\) is left for future work.

- **Performance.** We have experienced a bottleneck regarding the throughput for the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction in FOC. A potential explanation and the necessary future code changes in order to remove this bottleneck are described in Section 6.4.6. There, we also describes performance measurements left for future work.

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/linaro-swg/optee_examples, last accessed on 14.08.2019

\(^2\)https://github.com/OP-TEE/optee_os/tree/master/lib/libutils/isoc/include, last accessed on 24.07.2019

\(^3\)https://godoc.org/github.com/hyperledger/fabric/core/chaincode/shim#ChaincodeStub, last accessed on 23.07.2019
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Pointers to Code

An overview of the code written during the master thesis is given in the following:

- **Coffee tracking chaincode for Hyperledger Fabric.** To get to know Hyperledger Fabric, we have written a chaincode (in Go programming language) which tracks the consumed coffees of registered people. Since this chaincode is also used for performance measurements it can be found in the `performance_and_power_measurements` directory of the private github repository `fabric-optee-chaincode`.¹

- **Coffee tracking chaincode for FPC.** To get to know FPC, we have written a chaincode in C++ which tracks the coffee consume for registered offices. The chaincode, the README with a detailed description of the example and the script for running the example can be found in the private github repository `fabric-secure-chaincode-my-example`.² The repository itself is a copy of the official `fabric-private-chaincode` repository [fpca], only the coffee tracking example is part of the master thesis.

- **Implementation of the FOC prototype.** The master branch of the private github repository `fabric-optee-chaincode`³ contains the implemented FOC prototype.

- **Code for performance and power measurements.** The `performance_power_measurements` directory in the master branch of the private github repository `fabric-optee-chaincode`⁴ as well as the `performance-latency-breakdown` branch contain the code used for performance and power measurements.

²[https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-secure-chaincode-my-example/tree/master/ecc_enclave/enclave/coffee_tracking/], last accessed on 14.08.2019,
³[https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode/], last accessed on 14.08.2019
⁴[https://github.com/piachristel/fabric-optee-chaincode/tree/master/performance_power_measurements], last accessed on 14.08.2019
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### Table B.1: Throughput and latency measurement for the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 client</th>
<th>2 clients</th>
<th>4 clients</th>
<th>8 clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F-R</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cervino-4.maas, QEMU (SMP = 8, CFG_NUM_THREADS = 8)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>44.667</td>
<td>22.267</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>76.547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original (NUM_CQS=4)</td>
<td>43.135</td>
<td>23.167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>74.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>8.072</td>
<td>123.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=4)</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>113.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=8)</td>
<td>10.442</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=8, MIN_POLLERS=1, MAX_POLLERS=1)</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=8, MIN_POLLERS=1, MAX_POLLERS=1)</td>
<td>9.046</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=16)</td>
<td>8.835</td>
<td>113.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without gRPC</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>21.467</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal world threading</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 client</th>
<th>2 clients</th>
<th>4 clients</th>
<th>8 clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F-R</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cervino-4.maas, QEMU (SMP = 8, CFG_NUM_THREADS = 16)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without gRPC</td>
<td>34.024</td>
<td>21.533</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 client</th>
<th>2 clients</th>
<th>4 clients</th>
<th>8 clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F-R</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>cervino-4.maas, QEMU (SMP = 8, CFG_NUM_THREADS = 4)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without gRPC</td>
<td>35.437</td>
<td>20.867</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table B.2: Throughput and latency measurement for the execution of the coffee tracking chaincode query transaction. Measurements are done for the original FOC implementation, for the baseline, for FOC without gRPC and for dummy normal world threading. Throughput is measured in [tx/s] and written in column T. The latency in column L is the mean over the latency of all single transactions in ms. The column T-F shows the factor by which the throughput has changed relative to the throughput for 1 client. Same for the latency in column L-F. The failure rate can be found in column F-R.

#### eiger-8.maas, QEMU (SMP = 4, CFG.NUM_THREADS = 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 client</th>
<th>2 clients</th>
<th>4 clients</th>
<th>8 clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F-R</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>27.715</td>
<td>36.067</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>45.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>6.154</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=2)</td>
<td>5.971</td>
<td>167.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=4)</td>
<td>5.797</td>
<td>172.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=8)</td>
<td>5.781</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without gRPC</td>
<td>19.778</td>
<td>37.267</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal world threading</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Raspberry Pi (CFG.NUM_THREADS = 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 client</th>
<th>2 clients</th>
<th>4 clients</th>
<th>8 clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F-R</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>76.26</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>225.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>2.801</td>
<td>356.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=2)</td>
<td>2.825</td>
<td>353.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=4)</td>
<td>2.847</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline (NUM_CQS=8)</td>
<td>2.882</td>
<td>346.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without gRPC</td>
<td>54.571</td>
<td>14.467</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>166.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal world threading</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

APPENDIX B: PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS